Nature of problem: f2mma program allows to translate programs from some subset of FORTRAN programming language to Mathematica system's language (where mathematical objects can be analyzed more efficiently in symbolic form). The general aim of f2mma is translation of GAPP (Global Analysis of Particle Properties) package [1] .
Solution method:
Perl::RecDescent module was used with corresponding FORTRAN grammar and transformation rules.
Unusual features: f2mma can generate additional new lines in Mathematica output programs.
Additional comments:
(1) f2mma use only some subset of FORTRAN language grammar (for example, f2mma goes not process 'goto' operator); (2) f2mma does not make syntax check of input FORTRAN program; (3) translation process can be slow for large FORTRAN programs.
References: In programs written in FORTRAN programming language scientific models of specific field have been usually embedded into codes. It's difficult and impractical to support or to upgrade them especially by non-programmers. So the only aim of the codes is often to carry out numerical calculations.
From other side, it's known that with help of computer algebra system such as Mathematica one can represent the scientific model as an object which can be simply analyzed and improved. Mathematica provides important capabilities such as:
• High-precision calculations;
• Special functions; • Equations solvers;
• Matrices and vectors manipulations; • Sophisticated programming language;
• 2D and 3D graphics.
So, there is an idea to translate FORTRAN codes to Mathematica system's language and then carry out some calculation in symbolic form. f2mma program can be used as such translator.
For others motivations see [5] , for example.
A design of f2mma program had not aim to provide tool for translation every FORTRAN program (according to any FORTRAN language standard) into Mathematica language but actually to translate GAPP 1 [1] package into CAS language (it's important for us since GAPP contains recent scientific models for electroweak interactions of the particles). This purpose was achieved. In the section 3 we present a table with Standard Model observables calculated with GAPP(Mathematica).
f2mma is a rather simple program and can be easily extended by user. Special effort was made to document the codes.
An example
Let's translate a test program (which should print out several 'OK' messages and expressions equaling to zero) in order to see the basic functionalities of f2mma program:
c ... types of scalar variables are ignored: integer x,y common /t/ r real*8 r x=x+1 return end c ---Test function f1 ---integer function fun(x,y) integer x,y integer m1(2), m2(2:4), m3(x:y) c ... test 'data' data m1 /11,22/ print *,'m1(1) -11 = ', m1(1)-11 print *,'m1(2) -22 = ', m1(2)-22 m3(x)=x+y fun = m3(x) return end c ------c ... '_' symbol is replaced by 'TTT' string: integer x, y, z, t, ar_int(1:5,2:5), n, s1, s2, fun common /t/ r real*8 r1,r2 double precision dp1, dp2, dp3, dp4, prec complex*16 q logical flag print *, '6 OK messages should appear:' x=1 r1=1. r2 = 1 . For explanation of the observables abbreviations please see [1] , [2] .
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